@LutleyPrimary
Follow us on Twitter for challenges and to share your
news with us .
Always follow our SMART rules when online and only
ask an adult to follow us on Twitter

Children’s Newsletter
01/05/2020

Dear Children,
I hope that you are well.
This week, I have loved reading and this poem by Julia Donaldson explains why:
I opened a book.
I opened a book and in I strode.
Now nobody can find me.
I’ve left my chair, my house, my road,
My town and my world behind me.
This week I have been reading many children’s books with my little boy Noah, who is enjoying non-fiction
books at the minute, as well as reading children’s books from the reading challenge too. I think that I might
ask if I can do some Accelerated Reader quizzes to see how much I have understood! If you can write a
poem, like Julia Donaldson, about why you love reading, then I would love to read it and maybe we can
publish it in our children’s newsletter.
I have also planted some sunflowers outside this week (just as it started to rain), made a bug hotel and
made some bird cakes for the blue-tits who are nesting in the bird box in my back garden. When I sit in the
garden, I can hear them tweeting and tapping as their parents fly back and forth with food. It is fascinating
to watch.
Last night, we went outside to join the nation to clap and say thank you to all the critical workers helping to
keep the world a safer place-Noah likes to stay up late on Thursdays so that he can take part-he uses a
saucepan and a spoon and makes as much noise as he can with our neighbours. I wonder whether you
take part too.
Yesterday, our Prime Minister Boris Johnson said he will set out a "comprehensive plan" next week on how
to restart the economy, reopen schools and help people travel to work following the coronavirus lockdown.
We are curious to hear what he will say and as soon as we have any news we will let your parents know.
What a busy week you have all had. Your teachers have loved hearing from you on Google Classroom
-and we can see how much you have enjoyed your home learning projects-next week is all about the
environment. We have also been sending The First News home for you to read- this is a children’s
newspaper that you, your parents’ or your older brothers and sisters could read to you. It has some
interesting articles each week and some opportunities for your to talk about what is going on in the world.
Your teachers have also sent you a ‘back to basics’ menu. These are activities and key skills that you can
keep repeating over and over again because practise makes perfect and they will help you as you move in
to your next year group. We have called it a menu so you can choose which activities you would like to
do-please try hard and do some of them, even if you are not in the mood and don’t fancy doing it.
I know that doing school work at home can be tricky and there will be days when you do not fancy doing
any. In some of your houses, your parents will be working hard from home and helping you with your work
which can be tricky for them too. I know that you will try hard and aim high and show them what you can do
and how clever you all are.

‘The Laughter
Forecast’ by Sue
Cowling
The Laughter Forecast
Today will be humorous
With some giggly
patches,
Scattered outbreaks of
chuckling in the south
and smiles spreading
from the east later,
widespread chortling
increasing to
gale-force guffaws
towards evening.
The outlook for
tomorrow
Is hysterical.

I had some news about some more change makers this week-Noah and Jacob Beecroft have decided to do
some fundraising to raise money for the NHS. If you would like to support them and donate, then you can
follow the link on our twitter page.
I do have some exciting news for you. We have just ordered some gorgeous new books for EYFS and KS1
and some lovely new books for our KS2 library too. We have also bought another 32 Chrome books, which
we can not wait for you to try out when you are back in school. Mr Evans, our caretaker, has been spending
time painting the school while you are at home, so it is looking lovely for when you come back.
I hope that your days will be filled with giggly patches, chuckling, guffaws and laughter.
We will be back together as soon as we can. Until then, take care, stay safe and be good.
Mrs Hall

Lutley Primary School, Brookwillow Road, Halesowen, B63 1BU
01384 818220
info@lutley.dudley.sch.uk
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Notices …

Milk Bottle Bird feeders
If there’s one thing the current coronavirus lockdown is forcing us to discover, it’s how to keep entertained in our own homes! The ‘Great Outdoors’ is
one way to keep busy and gives us opportunities to be ‘change-makers’ in our own environments. So, this week, why not try to make a bird feeder to
hang in your garden, or from a window.
1. Start with a clean and empty plastic milk bottle.
2. Cut ‘windows’ into the jug, but not too high or the seeds will fall out!
3. Puncture 2 holes at the top of the jug, then thread through and tie a piece of string or wire.
4. You can add a ‘perch’ by gluing or sticking on twigs.
5. Decorate your feeder before adding in your seed.

Lutley Change-Makers
After clapping each Thursday, Jacob and Noah have
become inspired by the heroic NHS staff. They want to,
“help the NHS save lives” and have decided to do some
fundraising. If you would like to help follow the link
below.
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/michele-beecroft
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I hope you enjoyed the rainbow breathing last week
and gave it a go.
Another useful way to manage our feeling is to get in
touch with your surroundings. Have a go at these
grounding techniques. Breathe slowly and look
around. Follow the list slowly and notice the
changes you experience in how you feel. Stay safe
and I'll see you soon.
Mrs Wright.
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Rock Around the May Pole Times Table Battles!
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Following on from the Great Easter Times Table Tournament, we invite
you to:
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Rock Around the May Pole!
All scores will be added up at the end of your May Pole battles and
they will be posted to you to see who has pole position on 14th May
2020.
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So bring in the summer with
Times Table Rock Stars and Rock
Around the May Pole with us!

So bring in the summer with Times Table Rock Stars and Rock Around
the May Pole with us!
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Notices …
Reading

We hope that you have managed to log in to myON and are enjoying reading
this new range of online books. A total of 1219 books have been read since the
launch of myON last week and 224 hours have been spent on reading these
books. If you have not logged in yet, see if you can give this a go this week.

Rights Respecting

Article in focus
Article 15—You have the right to chose

What makes a friend so special?
What ingredients make a good friend?
How do you think your friends would describe you?

Can you create a recipe for a fabulous friend?
This week’s article in focus is all about friendship. Can you think of a creative way of showing what
makes a good friend? Maybe a recipe for a perfect friend or a set of instructions showing how to grow a
fabulous friend? Or maybe a poster, rhyme or silly story?
A dollop
of kind-

A drizzle of
smiles?

A dash of
humour?

A sprinkle
of respect?

Don’t forget to show your teacher your wonderful creations in your Google Classroom.
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Notices …
CENTURY
Winning classes for the number of correctly answered questions for the different subjects over the last 28 days are as
follows:
Congratulations to the following children who are the top two scorers in each year group. They have answered the
most questions correctly in the last 28 days.
Who will be the top class and individual scorers the next time?

Reading

SPAG

Maths

3GO(168)

3 AN (855)

3AN(1728)

4LH (219)

4LH (214)

4LH (1878)

5BR (502)

5BR (3745)

5ES (5226)

6JP (887)

6HF(9043)

6JP (22933) Well done!

Y6
Ethan H (655)
Lucy S (616)

Y5
Faegan W (345)
Sianna B (322)

Y4
Jaiden A (244)
Joshua H (205)

Y3
Harley H (688)
Finlay L (373)

Congratulations to the NUMBOTS top scorers below.

Top 6 coin earners for KS1

Jacob 2KR
Darcy 1CP
Otis 2AH
Max 1CP
Zachary 2AO

Jessica 1NM

76253
75457
74844
68576
51357
43883

Top 6 coin earners for EYFS

Noah RHD

5814

William RTB
Ayva RHD
Laela RHD
Lyla RRT
Fraser RRT

5583
5449
4780
4779
4481

Top 6 scores for correct answers for KS1

Jacob 2KR
Max 1CP
Otis 2AH

10337
8846
8537

Zachary 2AO

6408

Darcy 1CP
Francesca 1CP

5745
5213

Top 6 scores for correct answers for EYFS

Amelie RTB
Ava RHD
Ayva RHD
Cammie RHF
Muhammad RRT

1288
1024
886
703
686

Fraser RRT

662
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Skills Builder Home Learning
Dear Parents
Please follow the link below to access a huge range of fun activities which develop age related, life skills.
Simply select your child’s age and the skill you want them to focus on. Then, there will be a video available
where an activity will be set. For example, one video sets the task of designing a new form of transport!
There are also certificates and skills tokens that can be printed off as rewards. Have fun!
https://www.skillsbuilder.org/homelearning
Miss Davies

Guinness Book of World Records Challenge
Would you like to help ? It’s free to enter. Follow the link to find out more. https://
ourcreativeface.com/
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What’s in
the news?

Captain Tom Moore Celebrates 100th Birthday

Captain Tom is a war veteran who has raised £29 million for the NHS, so far, by walking around
his garden 100 times using a walking frame; got to number one in the charts with a charity song
and even got an honorary WWE title!
Ahead of his birthday, on Thursday 30th April, Captain Tom had already received more than
125,000 birthday cards. His grandson Benjie, who is 16, said: "The volume of cards that have
been sent to granddad is just astonishing. So many of the cards are truly heartfelt with thousands
from young children who have taken the time to use their artistic talent and write a personal
message."
Some of the senders include the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, Dame Kelly Holmes and
England football captain Harry Kane.
The Royal Mail are celebrating Captain Tom's birthday with a special postmark - it means all
letters will be stamped with a special message until the day after his birthday.

Some of our key stage 2
children made cards for
Captain Tom Moore, when
they were in school last
week.
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